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About us
Promoseven Holdings is a major business
conglomerate, owning and operating various
companies that span over several industries in
the MENA region, as well as other parts of the
world.

today started by Akram Miknas in Lebanon in
1968. Today, it is the largest advertising and
communications network in the Middle East and
North Africa, ranking 52nd in the world and
employing over 4,200 inspired professionals.

Bahrain, Oman, Kuwait, Qatar, Lebanon, Morocco, Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Palestine,
Palestine, Iran and Yemen.
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Akram Miknas

Founder & Chairman
7H), is
known to be one of the pillars of modern marketing communications in the Middle East.
He has just been recognized as No. 3 in the Middle East’s 50 Most Powerful People in
Media, Marketing and Advertising.
His involvement in real estate development, especially after the successful completion of
Gulf.
In early 2000, he branched into the hospitality business and successfully managed and
built several hotels and outlets in Bahrain. His success in this business was crowned by
7
restaurants to 26 restaurants in 5 years.

Akram Miknas was born in Tripoli, Lebanon on May 1944 ,29. He studied at the International
College of Beirut and the American University of Beirut majoring in Business Administration.
He holds Bahraini, Lebanese and Panama nationalities.
He is an avid collector of antiques and objects d’art. He also has a large fascinating collecdate back to the early mid19-th century.
back as 1924. The cars are all in working order and frequently used, and also go on display
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Social Club Memberships
.
.
.

The appointed Honorary Consul General of the Republic of Panama.

.

Chairman and co-founder of Advista Arabia

.

Honorary Ambassador of Brisbane

.

Board of Governors - Capital Club

.

1962
1975
1978

Awards
.
.
.

2000

.
.
.
.

2004

.

2007

.

2011

.

1981
1983
1996

.

Company Award L’Orient/le Jour Golden Award for creativity in Lebanon
Golden Mercury International Award for contributing to the growth and development of the
advertising industry in Bahrain

A medallion by Bahrain’s Minister of Information for contributing to public information

April.
GCCAA medallion of appreciation at the end of tenure as Vice Chairman, GCC Chapter in
March
Award of Honor in recognition for his outstanding contribution and support to the Alumni
Association of American University of Beirut.
No. 3
marketing and advertising).

50 Most Powerful People in media,

Arab Ad Man of the Year
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Dubai . Moving . Image . Museum

items’in the museum are original, dating back from the 1730s to the twentieth century.
300 unique artefacts present2014. This rare and unique collection
covers the entire development of visual entertainment, from the earliest days of shadows
theaters to the invention of 3
journey into the past.
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INDUSTRIES &
COMPANIES
MARKETING & ADVERTISING

EDUCATION

INDUSTRIAL & MANUFACTURING

CONSTRUCTION

REAL ESTATE

HOSPITALITY & LEISURE

AUTOMOTIVE
MANPOWER SUPPLY &
RECRUITMENT
WASTE MANAGEMENT
SOLUTIONS
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Marketing &
Advertising

Middle East Communication
Networks (MCN)
50,400 diverse
and talented individuals, driving business results for clients around the world and across a
wide range of industries. In the Middle East, North Africa and Turkey, IPG operates
through its majority owned holding company – Middle East Communications Network
1968.
manages 15 agency networks through 75
12 countries and 13 cities with a
diverse talent pool of over 1500 – offering a wide spectrum of marketing communication
services including consumer advertising, digital marketing, communications planning,
MCN harnesses the power of its agencies to help brands play meaningful role in people’s
life. Through the ‘Open Architecture’ platform and approach, MCN agencies’ focus on
bringing the best solutions to our clients’ challenges working both independently and
collaboratively, designing multi-agency, multi-platform and multi-channel solutions,
empowered by data, technology and tools.)
MCN’s agencies have been entrusted by over 1000 global, regional and local clients to
help them build their brands and grow their businesses across a range of industries such
12 countries and 13 cities.
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AGENCIES

FULL SERVICE ADVERTISING AGENCY. Established in
Cann is the largest regional ad agency network. Part of
tising, digital and production. The agency is a multi award
winner including several Cannes Golds.

FULL SERVICE ADVERTISING AGENCY. Mullen Lowe
Group MENA is a creatively driven integrated marketing
communications network with a strong entrepreneurial
heritage and challenger mentality. It is part of a global
brand strategy, creative content, communications planning,
and through the line advertising, and digital marketing.

INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS IN MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS. Provides 360° integrated communications solucommunications that are relevant and accountable to
cations, advertising, direct marketing, ambient media,
brochures and BTL communications and PR.

PERFORMANCE LED COMMUNICATIONS PLANNING.
creativity to produce business outcomes. Leading media
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A CREATIVE MEDIA AGENCY. Combining the power of
science and art in media and unleashing media’s capacity to
drive powerful outcomes in the world. Creating moments
that matter in media that drive real business momentum for
brands. We are not just different, we are better. Better in
delivering on the three most important dimensions that

MEDIA PLANNING & BUYING AND INTEGRATED COMMUNICATIONS PLANNING AGENCY. Complete media
planning and buying solutions including product placement, sponsorships, competitions, digital engagement,
interactives, search and social media marketing services.
in Beirut, Cairo, and Algiers.

DIGITAL AND DIRECT AGENCY. Part of the MRM//McCann network. MRM is a leading global digital and direct
agency – at the intersection of creativity and technology –
working together in the relentless pursuit of marketing
results. Connects with consumers, using ideas – creatively
powered – to change minds, move markets and shape the
future. The agency is part of McCann Worldgroup.

INTEGRATED MARKETING FOR HEALTHCARE & WELLBEING. Total marketing and communications solutions for
the healthcare industry including B2B and B2C communications. Combines the power of creativity with a through
health and wellness communications for consumer brands,
public health, promotions, patient and medical communications. The agency is part of McCann Worldgroup.
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MOMENTUM A TOTAL BRAND EXPERIENCE
AGENCY. Today the most important product a brand
a big idea. Our focus, our passion, and the reason we love
our work is because we help brands imagine, create,
is to create meaning and connections for our clients and
their brands. It’s not what brands say, it’s what they do that
and Cairo. The agency is part of McCann Worldgroup.
PUBLIC RELATIONS & STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS.
Always’. They are a creative studio of writers, designers,
builders, strategists, conversation-starters and storytellers.
A team of specialist consultants and sector-dedicated practice groups, tailored for the MENA region, are deeply knowledgeable about their clients’ businesses. With a regional
The agency is part of McCann Worldgroup.
RESEARCH, DATA & ANALYTICS. Capella was launched
by MCN in 2013 to help our agencies and clients harness the
power of big data. The agency provides specialized services
in research, econometric modeling, data management and
analytics – towards developing powerful insights in consumer behavior, media habits and engagement metrics. The
productivity.
SPECIALIZED

FULL

SERVICE

AGENCY.

Common-

agency, providing Chevrolet with dedicated marketing and
opening their doors in May 2013, this versatile and highly
specialized team have galvanized a creatively pioneering
mindset with insightful strategic thinking. The agency is
now a key member of the Commonwealth//McCann global
network. The agency is part of McCann Worldgroup.
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DIGITAL MARKETING AGENCY. Reprise is recreating
siloed platforms, generic campaigns or opaque analytics.
Consumers and brands deserve better. Our diverse team of
creatively break through, unify channel strategies, and build
on our heritage of performance. We’re backed by the global
es in over 40 countries with 2,300 team members.

GLOBAL BRAND EXPERIENCE AGENCY. Jack Morton
create emotional connections, fuel conversations and delivbrought brands to life through event marketing, promotional marketing, sponsorship marketing, digital, social and
mobile, and employee engagement. Jack Morton is part of

GLOBAL SPORTS & ENTERTAINMENT AGENCY. Octagon is the world’s largest sports & entertainment agency
with over 30 years in sports marketing, sponsorship and
managements, measurement, digital, insights, millennial
of savv y veterans and bold upstarts, at it for three
decades. A passionate team of 800+ around the world,
relentlessly committed to helping you force fate and push
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Promoseven Sports
Marketing (PSM)
1998
rience in organizing and promoting international, regional and national sporting events
throughout the Middle East and Asia.
Middle East countries, companies and products with proven growth in tourism and economies. We engage audiences, build brands and create value to all our shareholders, partners and sponsors.
marketing agents for the Asian Games.
acknowledge the on-going support received over the years of our association.
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Services:
Event Management
Marketing and PR
Media Operations

Ticketing and Accreditation
Bid preparation and presentation
Broadcast rights sales and management

TV Rights:
2003 to 2019

Cycling

Sports Sponsorships:
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

92 Cycling
Emirates Airline Twenty20 Cricket
25m) 2010
2009

24 hour Walkathon
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EVENTS
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EVENTS

Education

EVENTS
BSB Property SPC

British Based schooling for students aged 3 to 18

future forward approach. It embraces technology and classic values, boast versatile arts
Inspired, which connects us to a global network. This is modern schooling at its best.
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EVENTS
Quest School W.L.L

2019 and is a high-quality, British Internation3 to 11 years.

Vision:
.
ally, socially and academically for a successful future.

.

Mission Statement:
To support the vision of our school our mission is to offer all our students the opportunity
to pursue a world-class education by attending a school that is committed to implementing the best educational practices on a global scale while being sensitive to cultural values.
We will strive to be a community of learners who are intellectually adept, technologically
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EVENTS

Industrial &
Manufacturing

GEMS Industrial
EVENTS
Services W.L.L
2016 in Kingdom of Bahrain, to provide
facility management services to industrial sectors to cater their needs of ongoing and
one of the leading providers of professional and technology driven facility management
services.
We undertake a diverse portfolio of projects in several areas of the oil & gas industries and
we offer services including supply of industrial machineries, fuel, manpower, infrastructure,
land, engineering and maintenance services, etc.
Our family managment comprises of prominent and prestigious clients ranging from
government entities to many fortune companies. Our growing and diverse client base is a
projects to the clients’ satisfaction.
ships by providing high quality services focused on delivering and adapting to meet client
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EVENTS

Vision:
.

.

To be the preferred facility management service provider of choice as we strive for sustainable growth by providing optimized returns to our shareholders.

Mission:
To be the best integrated facility management solutions partner to our clients by providing
dards.

GEMS Capabilities:
.
.
.
.

Identify key decision makers, stake holders, and networks within the industry
Understand the current local market and what technology is currently available and what is
required.
Recognize the markets’ gaps and opportunities.
Contribute to the localization of many services currently being provided, adding the local
requirements touch to it.

GEMS Customer’s Advantages:
.
.
.
.
.

Outsourcing service to a «Best in Class» company that is capable of providing turn-key
solutions.
Capability to provide the right parts for equipment in a much faster way compared to
current options.
Helps in achieving higher KPI’s.
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EVENTS

Services:
1. Integrated Facility Management Services

.

Working to the highest international standards, we provide complete site support
services and offers turn-key solutions in the establishment and management of remote
site operations to industries as diverse as construction, industrial, and oil and gas Indus-

ity Management includes but it is not limited to the list mentioned.
2. Engineering & Construction Services

.
leads the project and we are in association with apt agencies to supply Liner and other
materials as required.
3. Industrial Services

.
ment and professional approach in construction engineering, repair/ maintenance of
plants/ equipment and industrial cleaning activities.
4. Technical Manpower Supply Service

.
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EVENTS
Miknas Industrial

Miknas Industrial is a company that has been manufacturing and marketing mortars,
evolved more and more, it now presents a new company and a modern addition marketing
their products for several years, is committed and specialized in the design, processing,
and the manufacturing.
The satisfaction of the customer and his needs are the core values that allow us to contribute to the improvement, for which the primary objective of our company is to be able to
adequately support the work and professionalism of our customers by offering prompt
manufacturing processes and competitiveness, allowing not only to differentiate on the
market but also to ensure a safe and reliable reference point in the construction branch.
techniques, ensuring a product not only of high quality, but also a product that can be up
to offer customers a service that is more effective, advanced and constant over time..
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EVENTS

Purpose:
.
the community’s necessity and demands.

.

.

Vision:

Mission:
We aim to build a long-term bond with our clients and customers by providing nothing but
overcome any obstacle in our way, through hard work and advanced technology along
with innovation.

.

.

Core Values:

Goals:
ing strong base of key clients. Increase the assets and investments of the company to
construction and becoming a key player in the industry.
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EVENTS
SteelTech

2014, after assembling and commissioning its state of the art,
2014.

to cutting rebar manually.
The facility is located in Askar, across from ALBA and has a processing capacity of 2,000
tonnes per month,
of work awarded to the company in two of the most prestigious projects in Bahrain, Alba
Its quality of work, professionalism and continuous availability to meet customer’s requirement is well appreciated in the contracting sector in Bahrain.

.
.

Services:
Rebar cut and bend

.
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EVENTS

Advantages of Using SteelTech Production Methodology

.
.

.
.

Rebar Size and Angle Detailing
ing the laborers on the required quantity, measurement, angle of bend and production
schedule for the cut and bend shapes.
Identifying the technical details is done on the computer and fed into machines to get
accurate shapes and sizes of cut and bend products.
- Computerized
- Uniformed
- Automated

Product Consistency
Rebar received would go through quality checks, and the quality of rebar may not be
consistent due to multiple vendors.
rest of the steps are internally managed by our engineers.
- Consistent Rebar
- Quality and Results
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EVENTS

.
.

Cutting and Bending
reinforced steelbar is manually measured providing a higher chance of inaccuracy. The cut
is forcibly done and would not be clean and hence quality is compromised at every stage.
Rebar is sheared through a shearing system which measures the length to be cut accurateangles at which rebar have to be bent is internally controlled by the machine providing
accurate bend angles.

.
.

.
.

Inventory Management
The rebar, once received, goes through the inventory management rigor of accounting at
each stage of usage...
- Computerized Inventory

Wastages and Scrap Disposal

Availability of raw material in different sizes and an accurate and optimized production
process ensures minimal wastage and hence doing away with disposal of scrap.
- No Waste
- Lower Cost
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EVENTS
Gulf Export Tech

GET is specialized in manufacturing industrial appliances, kitchens, refrigerators, and many
other equipment. The company manufactures general purpose machinery as well as
special purpose machinery.
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EVENTS
Energy Recycle SPC

Our state of the art technology offers comprehensive solutions and multipurpose applications for the oil and gas industry for both the upstream and down stream processes.
ER technology uses custom made proprietary solutions to provide tailor made solutions to
These solutions are environmentally friendly with no Green House Gas Emissions and very
low energy consumption, they are not harmful to humans or to the surroundings and
conform with BAPCO’s and national environmental regulations and health and safety
requirements.
Another unique aspect of this technology is that it is fast acting requiring a relatively short
duration to interact with the product and to complete the treatment necessary.
ates and where our proprietary chemical agents and solutions were developed.
1920 and still family owned and operated is considered to be europe’s largest chemicals contract manufacturing and logistics company with
1,400 employees and 44 production facilities worldwide.
Energy Recycle is the entity established by the founding fathers of the ER Technology and
This technology resulted from tens of thousands of dedicated man hours over a period of
15
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Construction

EVENTS
Seven Interiors

30
completed a comprehensive portfolio of high quality well known projects.
wood working factory, stainless steel fabrication, structural steel, aluminum and glass works
for doors, windows and curtain walling.

impressive 18 year track record of delivering construction and turnkey interior works in
buildings, landmark building and structures, multiple villa development projects high end
residences and many food and beverage outlets including construction of a complete
holiday resort including with restaurants, spa, hotels and a marina.
30
delivery of high quality projects and management of substantial companies of which in his
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EVENTS

.

Vision:

.

Under Turnkey Services the following
disciplines can be included:
.
.
.
.
.

Gypsum and Paint works

.
.
.
.
.

Value Engineering
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EVENTS
Projects

.

London
Towers Hotel Knightsbridge 117 rooms refurbishment

.
.

Her Majestys Guild Hall

.

Carlton Towers

.

Canary Wharf Tower 50

.

5

.

United Arab Emirates
.

Burj Khalifa public areas

.
.

3 and T1

.
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EVENTS

.

.

Jordan
Rotana Amman Tower 48

Saudi Arabia
The mega sized Hilton Hotel Riyadh

.

.

Oman (as a Joinery Fitout and loose furniture contractor)
Wave Plaza Hotel

.
.

Kempinski Hotel

.

Millenium Hotel

.

Anantara Hotel

.

80 projects live at any one

time
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EVENTS
Seven Pillars

and is comprised of 160 employees and a large number of partners.
The company has established itself as one of the most highly regarded companies by
continually improving the quality of its work product and opportunities that are available
for our employees.

team, who take pride in doing the best possible job for our clients.

Vision:
.

To be the country’s premier construction, and project management organization by achievearning a fair return on the value we deliver.

.

We are committed to building a sustainable future by fostering a collaborative spirit that
built environment.
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EVENTS

Services:
.

- Wooden doors and windows
- Kitchen cabinets
- Cupboards

.

- Aluminum doors
- Aluminum windows
- Curtain walls
- Aluminum cladding

.
- Handrails

.
.

- Additive, Adhesive, Grouting, Plaster

Interior Projects:
.
.
.

Mashtan Hotel

Promoseven House, Manama, Bahrain

.
.

Miknas Plaza, Juffair, Bahrain

.

13

.

10

.
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EVENTS

Construction Projects:
.

Mashtan Hotel

.
.
.
.
.

57

.
.
.
.

Promoseven Headquarter, Muharraq, Bahrain
C- Hotel, Coral Bay Resort, Bahrain
21

.

2

.

14

.

El Mercado Village Residences, Janabiya, Bahrain
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Consolidated Construction
EVENTS
Trust

ture, interior completion of ceilings, wooden wall covering and movable partitions,

.

Projects:

.
.

Riffa Views
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Real Estate

Daih Real Estate
EVENTS
Development Co. W.L.L

7H) and a consortium of individual investors to promote the project, with P7H
as the majority shareholder.
the pillars of modern marketing communications in the Middle East. Its involvement in real
Al Lulu), anchored the company as a leading developer in the Gulf.
P7H continues in its successes to this day, adopting new strategies for the needs and
a national level, supporting the government’s efforts to provide more housing units to the
P7H owns and manages a rich portfolio of residential buildings, hotels and resorts across
development, Abraj Al lulu. The company’s Chairman, Mr. Akram Miknas, also has interests
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Hospitality &
Leisure

Seven Leisure
EVENTS

pany W.L.L. is a mainstay of Bahrain’s food and beverage scene and was established in
1978
Avenue.The Business started small and humble with the now legendary La Taverna Italian
Restaurant and grew to include some of the most important tourism hotspots in Bahrain.

ing freshly made, nutritious food and beverages at competitive prices.

Past

1978 - 2015 .

Present
2001 - present

.

Camelot Restaurant & Lounge

1978 - 1998 .

1999 - present

.

JJ’s Irish Restaurant

1978 - 1983 .

2002 - present

.

Coral Bay Resort

Tarbouche Lebanese Restaurant

2002 - present

.

Rayés Lebanese Restaurant

1998 - 2007 .

Kawa Japanese Restaurant

2002 - present

.

2000 - 2012 .

Asia Restaurant

1994 - 2005 .

The Key Club

1982 -2015

.

La Taverna Italian Restaurant

.

Likwid Lounge

2002 - 2010 .

BJ’s Nightclub

2007 - 2010 .

Level Nightclub

1999 -2007

2005 -2010

.
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Catering
EVENTS

With a keen focus on enhancing food norms and practices in the local sector, our commitment to quality is the driving force behind our success. Proud of our opportunity to
contribute to the growth of the Bahraini economy, we strive to promote and utilize local
purveyors whenever possible. Our culinary specialists and food service professionals work
highest in industry and nutritional standards.
We are committed to upholding Bahraini values & laws.
- Respecting freshness of product whenever possible
- Respect to tradition
- Promoting creativity
- Openness in food diversity
- Value for money
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Coral Bay Hotel and Resort

Coral Bay Hotel and Resort hosts a variety of events and entertainment featuring internayou can also indulge in a wide spectrum of recreational activities such as boating, jet
skiing, kayaking, and wake-boarding.
various services, such as hair cuts, hair treatment, manicures and pedicures, massages, and
many more.

-5
offers guests comfort with a stunning view. An automated gliding bridge provides C Hotel
guests with access to Coral Bay Hotel and Resort’s restaurants and facilities.
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Rayes offers the authentic Lebanese cuisine on the island. Not only does it have the best
Lebanese food, but it also situated right on the waterfront overlooking the marina. Patrons
will also be serenaded by live Arabic music as they dine al fresco.

Opened to the public on October 1st, 1979
has found a new home at Coral Bay Hotel and Resort. The restaurant boasts an outdoor
lounge where guests can dine while taking in the serene yet vibrant resort atmosphere.
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Camelot, a petit chateau located in the heart of Adliya , is known for its
that well suits your dining preferences and also hosts various theme nights on
the weekends.

traditional Irish cuisine as well as international dishes. As a traditional Irish Pub, JJ’s aims
to entertain you in many different ways, be it watching your favourite sporting event, listen-
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Distribution

The Argentine Meat Company is an international food trading company headquartered in
importer and distributor of Premium Argentine meat in the Gulf.

hotels and restaurants, as well as supermarkets and wholesalers.

5

and distribute baked goods, such as various types of bread. In the future, Atyab is looking
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Automotive

On The Road Car Rental Co.

On The Road is more than just a car rental company. With the variety of services that we
offer, we make sure to stand out from all the rest. We are synonymous with superior standards in customer satisfaction and uses %100 original equipment parts and works only
with authorized vehicle dealers.
On The Road provides leasing to individuals and corporate from a minimum of one year to
3 years. We provide free replacement cars when the vehicle is due for service so
that the customers can have a hassle free driving.
Roadside Assistance
Breakdowns are never welcome, but our On The Road - Roadside Assistance Program will
make requesting and receiving roadside assistance a breeze.
Our Roots
offer vehicle rental and leasing solutions in the Kingdom of Bahrain. Promoseven Holdings
is a major multinational organization that owns and operates various companies in the
MENA region, as well as other parts of the world.
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Recruitment

EVENTS
Seven Energy

Thus far, our main client has been BAPCO, among many othes.
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